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Overview of the bi-directional distribution support tariff project 

Essential Energy appreciates that storage technologies connected directly to the distribution network, 
rather than behind-the-meter, have the potential to become a valuable complement for electricity 
customers, as well as assisting with the management of the distribution network and providing support to 
the wider electricity system. Essential Energy’s proposed tariff adopts a technology neutral approach to 
cost and benefit attribution, which will:  

> incentivise operation of such technologies in a manner that recognises the potential costs and benefits
to Essential Energy and its customer base, and

> achieve a fair and efficient level of network cost recovery which recognises how such grid-connected
assets will use and benefit from the distribution and transmission systems.

It also aligns with our tariff principles of being Easy to understand, Fair, Integrating renewables and 
Effective.  

We believe the proposed tariff reflects the views of the Australian Energy Market Commission (AEMC) in its 
draft rule and final determination on the Australian Energy Market Operator (AEMO) rule change for 
integrating storage into the National Electricity Market (NEM) which found that: 

> exempting storage from Transmission Use of System (TUoS) and Distribution Use of System (DUoS)
charges would not be technology neutral

> charging storage for TUOS and DUOS is consistent with the AEMC’s proposed changes to the non-
energy cost framework1 which seeks to allocate costs on a consistent and technology neutral basis to
the user of the service.

It is important to note that this trial does not encompass larger storage technologies where, to encourage 
efficient location decisions, Essential Energy may seek to provide a locational pricing signal on a case-by-
case basis, either in the way TUoS charges are recovered or in an individually calculated tariff for DUoS.  

The network problems this trial aims to solve 

The behavioural incentives intended by the trial tariff will target storage operation that inversely responds to 
the network cost drivers being imposed by other customers ― that is, consuming at times of distribution 
system daily minimum demand and exporting at times of distribution system daily maximum demand.  

More background on Essential Energy’s tariff principles and the network problems that tariffs can help 
solve can be found in our 2021 intention to introduce sub-threshold tariffs letter to the AER. 

Proposed bi-directional distribution support tariff structure 

The proposed structure and pricing will combine elements of Essential Energy’s existing large customer 
low voltage demand tariff with the Sun Soaker and export charge tariff developed for the small customer 
tariff trials  

Recognising the high degree of control that bi-directional storage technologies have around the pace at 
which they consume or export energy, demand-based charging has been applied to both consumption and 
exports. This will: 

> allow the bi-directional storage technology to manage the pace at which it buys and sells energy to
minimise network costs (charged in kW for exports and KVA for consumption demand) while still being
able to profit from the scale of its energy trading, and

> ensure that if the technology has spikes in its rate of consumption or exports due to its provision of other
market services, it will face the network costs of accommodating these spikes.

Given the basic export level is about helping existing exporting customers to transition to export charges, 
given they have been paying for ‘intrinsic’ export capacity to date, and our tariff will apply only to new 
customers who were not previously connected or paying for load services, it does not offer a basic export 
level at all times of the day. Instead, our trial tariff offers consumption free of charge in the 10am to 3pm 
Sun Soaker window and applies a zero threshold for export charges in that same window – a concept we 

1 These changes amend the framework to recover non-energy costs based on a participant's gross consumed and sent out 
energy over relevant intervals, irrespective of the participant category in which it is registered. It would not include the energy 
produced and consumed behind the connection point. 
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believe has merit and is worthy of trialling. A basic export service is provided by allowing free exports 
between 3pm and 10am and rebated exports between 5pm and 8pm.  

Initial feedback on the tariff structure, from both stakeholders and proponents, has been supportive. A 
summary of the trial, including the proposed tariff structure and an accompanying graphic can be found in 
Attachment 2.  

Overview of the short or seasonal, peaky load large customer tariff project 

Some large customers, generally those with short or seasonally peaky loads have approached Essential 
Energy with a request to explore new tariff options. Essential Energy is keen to trial innovative large 
customer tariffs, particularly those related to different loads.  

A working group of Essential Energy staff, large customers with short or seasonal peaky loads and their 
industry representatives was formed in early 2021-22. The group meets every two months and three 
workshops have been held to date. The working group comprises Cotton Australia, cotton farmers, cotton 
ginners, farmers, irrigators, orchard farmers, fruit dehydrators and the Electric Vehicle Council as a 
representative for electric vehicle fast chargers. Staff from the AER and other relevant observers are also 
invited to attend. 

The objective of the group is to consider alternative tariffs that could be applied to short or seasonally 
peaky load large customers, consider whether there are technologies that could assist with making tariffs 
easier for customers to work with, trial possible solutions that are derived and propose any changes to the 
National Electricity Rules if required. 

The network problems this trial aims to solve 

In the initial workshop Essential Energy shared its network problems and customers then shared their 
experience working with our network tariffs. Essential Energy has identified five network problems that 
tariffs can assist with – these were outlined in our 2021 intention to introduce sub-threshold tariffs letter to 
the AER. However, the short or seasonally peaky load large customer trial aims to design alternative tariff 
structures to solve the problems that certain customers experience operating under our existing tariff 
structures, rather than solving network problems. Having said that, it is imperative that the trial tariffs are 
suitably cost-reflective and do not inadvertently create new network problems.  

Proposed tariff structure 

Through our workshops, we have identified three alternative ways that these customers could be charged: 

> A capacity charge – to provide more bill certainty for customers
> Using 12-month or 52-week rolling average demand – to help smooth customer’s bills.
> Weekly demand charges – to allow customers to operate their business outside the constraints of a

monthly demand charge.

More details and the potential structures for these options can be found in Attachment 3. 

Essential Energy is committed to keeping the AER, retailers and customers informed of the progress of 
tariff trials and is looking forward to working with the AER on these additional projects. Should you have 
any questions about the trials or the business’ intended application of clause 6.18.1C, then please do not 
hesitate to contact Natalie Lindsay, Head of Regulatory Affairs on . 

Yours sincerely 

Chantelle Bramley 

Executive General Manager Corporate Affairs
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Attachment 1 – Tariff principles 














